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COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 
1. Course unit title: Modern World Media 
2. Course unit code: PCI 1140 
3. Type of course unit: elective 
4. Level of course unit: Bachelor 
5. Year of study: third 
6. Semester: sixth 
7. Number of ECTS credits allocated: 3 
8. Name of lecturer(s): Prof. DSc Milko Petov 
9. Learning outcomes of the course unit: To acquire practical skills in making and practical 

application of transmedia images in the media as part of a corporate strategy and marketing 
campaign by mastering the use of the register of effective visual and semantic expressions. 
Students to be prepared to analyze, compare and evaluate corporate and personal images. 

10. Mode of delivery: face-to-face Communication, Media, PR and Advertising, Media 
Production, knowledge of journalistic genres and specific expressions of the different 
journalistic types, which allow for the problems. 

11. Prerequisites and co-requisites: Knowledge and skills in the subjects Media     to be 
expanded and specialized. 
12. Course contents: The course studies the process of formation of corporate and personal 

image in the media by analyzing the people who are considered to be prestigious, the 
forms, signs and manifestations of prestige in foreign and Bulgarian media. The steps in 
modeling the corporate and personal image, the use of various forms and means of 
creating a positive and negative image of politicians, businessmen, entertainers, 
administrators within the corporate and pre-election campaigns, when creating the image 
of stars and celebrities, as well as their possible discrediting. Mastering and application of 
axiomatic analysis, which is a type of content-analytic study of already created images, 
their evaluation and comparison is an integral part of the course. 

13. Recommended or required reading:  
1. Милко Петров. Персоналният имидж. Изграждане. Контрол. Рецепция. С., 2005 
2. Георги Л. Манолов. Политическият имидж. П., 2006  
3. Байко Байков. Брендингът – предизвикателство към съвременната политическа 
теория. Велико Търново. 2007.  
4. Жак Сегела. Имало едно време избори. С., 2005. 
5. Любомир Стойков, Валерия Пачева. Връзки с обществеността и 
бизнескомуникации. С., 2005.  
6. Здравко Райков. Корпоративният гражданин, С, 2010  
7. Мария Попова. Виртуалният човек. Социално-комуникационни особености на 
Интернет потребителя. С., 2005. 
8. Христо Катранджиев. Медияпланиране на рекламната кампания. С., 2006.  
9. Elizabeth Losch.Virtualpolitik. An Electronic History of Government Media-Making… 
Cambridge, Mass.,2009. 
10. Г.Г. Почепцов. Медиа: теория массовых коммуникаций. Киев.2008.,  
11. Kathleen Hall Jamieson. Packaging the President. N.Y., 2004  



14. Planned learning activities and teaching methods: lectures, visual and text video 
demonstrations 

15. Assessment methods and criteria: Evaluation is based on the quality of the project 
assignment which is an analysis of an image existing in the media chosen by the student 
and an oral / written examination on the theory of creating an image. The ratio is 40% to 
60% in favor of the theoretical issues focusing on applicability, adaptability and creativity 
of the knowledge students have gained viewing the rapidly changing nature of transmedia 
images. 

16. Language of instruction: Bulgarian 
17. Work placement(s): none 
 

 


